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For the fans of Avril Lavigne, Taylor Swift,
Candy Hearts, Skye Sweetnam, Michelle Branch,
Brie Larson, Anna Nalick, Lillix

Key: Eb

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
Eb -  x68886
Bb -  x13331
Cm -  x35543
G# -  466544
G#m - 466444
F -   133211

Intro: Eb-- x2

Verse 1:
Eb
Lost again in your mood
Gm
Hiding out in your room
    Cm
You shut the blinds and
               Bb
don t let me inside
Eb
You get so defensive
Gm
I don t want to change
    Cm
you I just want to
             Bb
open up your eyes

Refrain 1:
                   G#



You hide away your heart
                    Cm
and leave me in the dark
                      G#
There s nothing I can say to you
                        Bb
to make you change your mind

Chorus 1:
       Cm              G#
when I try to see your side
          Eb        Bb
it s not enough for you
       Cm             G#
when I try to make it better
          Eb        Bb
it s not enough for you
    G#
You said that I don t know you
        G#m
But you never open up
    Cm               G#
And no matter what I do
          G#m          Eb--
it s not enough for you

Verse 2:
  Eb
I called you up the next day
   Gm
to see if things were okay
    Cm
You wouldn t walk and
               Bb
it s just so unfair
Eb
I have always been there
  Gm
I made it clear that I care
         Cm
and you didn t return
                     Bb
you show no faith in me

Refrain 2:
                   G#
You hide away your heart
                    Cm
and leave me in the dark
                      G#



There s nothing I can say to you
                       Bb
to make you speak your mind

Chorus 2:
           Cm              G#
Coz when I try to see your side
          Eb        Bb
it s not enough for you
       Cm             G#
when I try to make it better
          Eb        Bb
it s not enough for you
    G#
You said that I don t know you
        G#m
But you never open up
    Cm               G#
And no matter what I do
          G#m
it s not enough for you

Bridge:
       F
Well I know that you need
               G#
your space I m trying to
                   F
keep your pace but everytime
                   G# G#m
I m close you run away
      F
And I know that you need
               G#
your space I m trying to
                   F
keep your pace but everytime
                   Bb
I m close you run away

Chorus 2:
       Cm              G#
when I try to see your side
          Eb        Bb
it s not enough for you
       Cm             G#
when I try to make it better
          Eb        Bb
it s not enough for you
    G#



You said that I don t know you
        G#m
But you never open up
    Cm               G#
And no matter what I do
          G#m
it s not enough for you
       Cm              G#  Eb Bb
when I try to see your side
       Cm             G#    Eb Bb
when I try to make it better

You said that I don t know you
    G#
You said that I don t know you
        G#m
But you never open up
    Cm               G#
And no matter what I do
          G#m          Eb(hold)
it s not enough for you


